
 Peter Koester turned in a full circle, looking around himself.  Dense fog covered the landscape, making 

seeing anything beyond a meter impossible.  Not a star could be seen in the dark, overcast sky above. 

 Koester took two tentative steps forward, his arms outstreched in hopes of feeling something, anything, that 

might help him find his way across the fog covered ground. 

 “Hello?” he called out hopefully. 

 There was an unnatural silence.  Even his own voice sounded muffled by the fog.  Then suddenly, 

seemingly from a far, far distance, he heard a voice. 

 “hhhhhhelp meeeee!” 

 Koester froze in place, unable to tell from which direction the voice had come.  He strained to hear. 

 “Hello?  Can you hear me?” Koester shouted.  Even to his own ears his voice sounded strange, echoed and 

muffled at the same time.  He took another step forward before the voice called out again. 

 “hhhhhhelp me!  Please help meeeee!” 

 Koester swore he could hear what sounded like a young girl crying. 

 “Where are you?” he called out as he started running across the ground in the direction he thought the voice 

was coming from. 

 “pleeeease help meee!” the voice, still sobbing, continued to cry, never sounding any closer nor farther no 

matter how fast Koester ran. 

 “Where are you?  I can’t find you!” Koester yelled, slowing his pace slightly in hopes of hearing the young 

girl again. 

 “hhhhelp me!  AHHHHH!” the voice screamed... 

 

 

 ...Captain Peter Koester bolted upright in bed.  His heart was pounding and sweat dripped down his brow.  

With wide open eyes he looked over at the nightstand, where his chronometer alarm buzzed incessently until he 

reached over and shut it off.  The time read 0700.  He had an hour before he had to be on the bridge. 
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Captain’s personal log, stardate 59221.1: 

For the last three nights I have had the same strange dream, hearing the voice of a young 

girl, a voice which sounds strangely familiar to me, calling for help somewhere in a thick 

fog.  I have no clue what any of it means. 
 

 

 Captain Koester stifled another yawn and shifted slightly in the command chair, trying to make himself 

uncomfortable so he would not fall asleep. 

 “Are you alright, Skipper?” Commander K’danz, Koester’s First Officer, asked from the seat to his right.  

The captain looked over at K’danz. 

 “Just a little tired, that’s all, Exec,” he said. 

 “A little?” K’danz asked with concern.  “Skipper, if the bags under your eyes were any bigger, I’d be 

asking if Dar and I could borrow them to pack our luggage for next shore leave!  Aren’t you getting any sleep 

lately?” 

 Koester rubbed his eyes with the back of his hand before answering. 

 “I’ve been getting plenty of sleep.  I’ve just been having this strange dream every night, hearing the voice 

of some young girl crying for help somewhere in a fog, and I swear the voice is familiar.” 

 “Gem’s voice?” K’danz asked, referring to the captain’s thirteen year old daughter. 



 “No,” the captain replied.  “And it’s not any of the other kids aboard the Dauntless either.  But I swear...” 

 Koester’s voice trailed off into another yawn. 

 “Have you spoken to Counselor Gera about this yet?” K’danz asked, concern still lacing her voice. 

 “No, not...” 

 “hhhhhelp me! Please!” 

 Koester looked around the bridge to see if anyone else had heard the voice, but there was nobody else 

anywhere on the bridge. 

 “Captain?!” 

 

 

 ...Koester bolted awake again, heart pounding.  He looked around at the concerned faces of K’danz, Ship’s 

Counselor Tanzia Gera, Chief Medical Officer Dr Rasa Palin and Chief Operations Officer Lt Commander Phillip 

Winters. 

 “What happened?” the captain asked as Dr Rasa waved a medical scanner over him, looking at the readouts 

on his tricorder with concern. 

 “You were alseep,” Counselor Gera replied.  The joined-Trill woman looked over at Rasa. 

 “A very deep REM sleep, Captain.  Quite unusual, especially considering you were asleep for less than five 

minutes.  It normally takes a human almost twenty minutes to reach that deep level of sleep.” 

 “Five minutes?” Koester asked, confused.  “It felt like only a couple of seconds.” 

 “Well, there’s nothing physically wrong,” Dr Rasa said, closing his medical tricorder.  “But I would still 

like to run a few tests on you in sickbay, Captain.” 

 Koester looked over at K’danz, still a little confused. 

 “I’ve got the bridge, Peter,” she assured him. 

 The captain nodded, and as he stood up from the command chair, Winters commented, “Pete, just before 

you woke up, you called out a name.” 

 “Yes,” Gera confirmed, her almost flame-red hair swinging back and forth as she nodded.  “It sounded like 

you said, ‘Cassie.’” 

 The captain, who had turned to head toward the turbolift, stopped dead, then slowly turned to look at Gera 

and Winters. 

 “Cassie?” he whispered.  Gera again nodded.  Suddenly Koester did not look quite as tired as he had a 

moment before. 

 “Mister Peck, what is our current distance from the planet Laxia?” 

 As K’danz and Winters exchanged looks that were a mix of both surprise and recognition, the Bolian 

officer at the helm replied, “Five days distant at warp five, sir.” 

 Koester quickly resumed his seat in the command chair and ordered, “Plot a course to Laxia, Lieutenant.  

Warp 9!” 

 Peck entered the command into the helm console, then turned partly toward the captain and stated, “Course 

plotted and laid in.  Engaging warp drive.” 

 And with a thunderclap, the Sovereign-class starship Dauntless accelerated into warp. 

 

* * * * 

 

 The Dauntless command staff; Koester, K’danz, Chief Engineer Dar, Chief Science Officer Jorruss, 

Winters, Dr Rasa, Counselor Gera, Chief of Security Major Sean McIntyre, Second Officer Kevin Fry and Chief of 

the Boat Piotr Zubatka gathered in the briefing lounge aft of the bridge. 

 As each department head took their usual places around the table, Captain Koester as always at its head, he 

looked at each of his crew. 

 “I called you all here to explain why I’ve diverted the Dauntless to the planet Laxia.” 

 “What is Laxia?” Dr Rasa asked. 

 Lt Commander Winters pressed a control on the tabletop and one of the wall-mounted viewers lit up, 

displaying log footage of a beautiful blue-green planet as he started to explain. 

 “Laxia is a Class-M planet in the Delta Cassius star system.  Little was known about the planet until the 

Dauntless was assigned to explore it six years ago.”  Winters consulted a display on the tabletop, adding, “Stardate 

53112.4.” 

 The captain nodded, then continued the brief. 



 “When we arrived in orbit, our science officer reported the planet had abundant plant life, but no higher 

animal life-forms.  He also detected an unknown compound in the atmosphere which Commander Bloom declared 

would not harm humanoid life that we now call Laxium. 

 “I lead an away team which also consisted of K’danz and three others.  When I materialized on what I 

believed was the planet’s surface, I was alone.  For what seemed like hours I wandered around, trying to find the 

other away team members but instead came across strange, inexplicable things.” 

 “Vat kind of tings?” Chief Zubatka asked. 

 “The old Intrepid-class Dauntless for one, which as you know had been destroyed almost two years before, 

sitting on its landing struts in a large desert clearing.  I also happened across a girl I knew in high school, not a day 

older than the last time I saw her almost fifteen years earlier, amongst other strange encounters.  And through it all, I 

kept seeing a young girl, someone I had never in my life met before.” 

 “Cassie?” Counselor Gera asked.  The captain nodded, then continued. 

 “With Cassie’s help, we finally determined the entire planet had been engineered to be one huge ‘holodeck’ 

by an ancient race we knew nothing about.  The Laxium in the atmosphere put the entire away team to sleep as soon 

as we all materialized on the planet, allowing us to experience our dreams as if they were real.  Cassie was a 

member of the race that had created Laxia.  Her real body was hidden somewhere on the planet, in a state similar to 

suspended animation, but her mind had the ability to enter the dreams of the people who visited the planet to help 

guide them and hopefully keep them out of danger.  We found out too late for one away team member that if a 

dreamer dies in his or her dream, they died for real.” 

 “Doesn’t sound like a place I would want to visit,” the Bajoran Chief Medical Officer commented.  “Why 

are we heading there now, Captain?” 

 Koester gazed straight at Dr Rasa as he answered. 

 “I have a terrible feeling something is wrong.  I now believe the dreams I have been having are Cassie’s 

way of calling for help.” 

 

* * * * 

 

Two Days Later 

 

 “Entering Delta Cassius star system,” Commander Kevin Fry reported from the helm.  “ETA to orbit of 

Laxia, twenty seven minutes.” 

 “Very well,” Koester replied as he leaned forward in the command chair.  The Dauntless crew had gone to 

red alert upon dropping out of warp.  The small orb of Laxia was just now starting to become visible on the main 

viewscreen. 

 “How are you going to find her, Peter?” K’danz asked from her seat at the captain’s right.  “As soon as 

anyone beams down they’ll be put to sleep by the Laxium.” 

 Koester looked at his First Officer and replied, “It shouldn’t be too hard to locate the only humanoid life-

form on an entire planet.  Once we locate her body, we can either use a shuttlecraft or beam down with the away 

team all wearing environmental suits. 

 As the Dauntless moved closer to Laxia, the small indistinct orb grew larger on the screen.  However, 

instead of the beautiful blue-green world the starship had visited years earlier, the planet was an ugly brown. 

 “Good God!” Lt Commander Winters said, his British accent thicker than usual. 

 “What happened to the planet?” K’danz asked, standing with the captain as Koester took a number of steps 

closer to the screen. 

 Before anyone could offer an opinion on the state of the planet, an indicator on Major McIntyre’s tactical 

console began to flash. 

 “Captain, I’m receiving a proximity alert,” the Marine Major reported. 

 “Is there another vessel in the system?” Koester asked. 

 “Negative,” Deltan Chief Science Officer Jorruss said.  “Short range sensors are detecting an asteroid on a 

direct course for Laxia.” 

 Koester exchanged a worried look with K’danz before he ordered, “Increase sensor range.” 

 It took Jorruss a few seconds to initiate his scan with long range sensors.  When the readings started to 

appear on his display, the bald-headed Deltan frowned. 

 “Captain, I’m detecting at least four asteroids on aproximate courses toward Laxia.  All four are between 

five thousand and twenty five thousand metric tons.  Additional sensor readings indicate Laxia has already sustained 

at least ten similar asteroid strikes in the last two weeks, causing massive environmental damage.  Approximately 



ten billion tons of dust and debris have been thrown into the atmosphere.  Over one-fifth of the planet’s surface has 

already been destroyed, and the dust layer is affecting our sensor accuracy.  But that isn’t the worst part.” 

 Jorruss touched a control and the main viewscreen blinked to the image of what looked like a fist-sized 

rock in space.  Another touch and the viewer magnified the image.  The rock, cracked and gouged, appeared to be 

sitting still on the screen. 

 “This is the mother asteroid,” Lt Commander Jorruss explained.  “It is the origin of all the other smaller 

asteroids.” 

 “Smaller?” K’danz asked.  “It doesn’t look all that large itself.  Doesn’t look like it’s moving too fast 

either.” 

 Jorruss raied his eyebrows as he tried to explain. 

 “Commander, that asteroid is over one-quarter the size of Earth’s moon!  And it will impact Laxia in three 

days, two hours and twenty one minutes.  To sum it up in a single sentence; Laxia is doomed.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Koester, K’danz and Lt Commanders Winters, Dar and Jorruss were once again gathered in the briefing 

lounge, this time discussing what could be done to locate and rescue the mysterious alien being called Cassie. 

 “I’m sorry, Captain, but all the dust and debris in the atmosphere has made it impossible for sensors to 

locate a single life-form on the surface,” Jorruss explained. 

 “What if I take down that Runabout we’ve been assigned and search with its sensors from below the 

thickest dust layers?” the captain asked. 

 “Not feasable, Captain,” Winters replied, nervously shifting the strap of his ever-present satchel on his 

shoulder.  “You wouldn’t be able to search even half the planet in the time left before that main asteroid hits.” 

 “Is there anything we can do to slow or deflect the asteroid?” K’danz inquired. 

 “Perhaps if we had half of Starfleet here to help, but that asteroid is over seventeen-hundred kilometers 

wide, weighs 1.873 times ten to the twenty second power metric tonnes, and is traveling at over 98,700 kilometers 

per second,” Winters stated. 

 “Then we’re out of options,” the captain said with a defiant tone, finding himself wishing for the first time 

in many years that his former lover, Lotus Q, were still around to perhaps help. 

 “Maybe not,” Dar said, passing a padd across the table to Winters.  “Take a look at this, Commander.” 

 Winters studied the schematic on the padd for a moment before looking up at the half-Klingon Chief 

Engineer. 

 “This might work, Mister Dar,” the Operations Chief said. 

 “What is it?” Koester asked, sounding hopeful. 

 “Leftenant Commander Dar has devised a way we can fine tune the sensors enough to detect the life-form 

we’re looking for.” 

 “And can we?” K’danz asked, looking at her husband with pride. 

 “Leftenant Commander Jorruss and I will have to work with Dar, but yes, I believe we should be able to 

pinpoint Cassie within 24 hours.” 

 “Great!” the captain responded enthusiastically.  “Get right on it.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Koester looked around the fog-enshrouded landscape again.  As before, he could hear the girl crying, but 

now she sounded so close he felt like he could reach out and touch her. 

 “Cassie?” he called out. 

 “hhhelp me!” came the response.  She sounded very close, like only a few meters away. 

 Koester started running in the direction the sobs were coming from and almost tripped right over the young 

girl after only a few steps. 

 She was sitting huddled on the ground, her arms clasped around her legs, forehead resting on her knees, her 

long, curly dark hair was matted and dirty.  Her clothes were tattered.  Wet streaks where tears had dripped their 

way down her round cheeks were the only part of her dark tan skin not covered in dirt and grime.  Otherwise, she 

still looked just like the 13 year old girl Koester had encountered in his dreams during his first visit to Laxia six 

years earlier.  She looked up at Koester with tear-filled dark brown eyes and for the first time in weeks smiled. 

 “I knew you’d come,” Cassie said, scrambling to her feet and throwing her arms around Koester’s 

shoulders, nuzzling her face into his chest.  “What is happening to my world?” 



 Koester sat down with the dream-being, still holding her protectively, as he explained about the asteroids 

that had already hit the planet, causing utter destruction to the surface, and the main asteroid that would hit the 

planet in just over two days and how the science staff aboard the Dauntless confirmed that when it hit it would 

destroy Laxia beyond any hope of recovery. 

 “We’re here to find the real you and get you off Laxia,” Koester explained.  “But it would help us if we 

knew where to look.  Do you have any idea where your body is located?” 

 Cassie shook her head before resting it back on Koester’s shoulder.  “What’s going to happen to me if you 

don’t find me?” she asked. 

 “I’m afraid you will die along with Laxia,” Koester answered, hugging the imaginary young girl tightly.  

“We’re going to do everything we can to rescue you.  I promise.” 

 Cassie nodded silently, then said, “I’m scared.  Please stay with me for now.” 

 “I will,” Koester replied. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Status, Mister Winters?” Captain Koester asked the instant he stepped out of the turbolift onto the bridge.  

The captain looked like a man who had finally gotten a good night’s rest.  Lt Commander Phillip Winters, Lt 

Commander Dar and Lt Commander Jorruss were all huddled around the science station at the starboard side of the 

bridge, where he joined them. 

 Winters shifted the strap of his nondecript tan satchel on his shoulder and said, “The three of us have been 

working in shifts throughout the night.  The Leftenant Commanders and I believe our work is showing promise.  

With a little luck, we should have sensors on-line in less than eight hours.” 

 “Very good,” remarked Koester, handing the Chief of Operations a padd he carried up to the bridge.  “Here 

are some areas you might want to concentrate your sensor searches on once sensors are up and running.” 

 Winters looked at the coordinates displayed on the padd, then asked, “Where did you get these locations 

from?” 

 “Let’s just say they came to me in a dream,” the captain replied humorlessly as he turned toward the man 

sitting at the engineering console on the opposite side of the bridge.  “Lt High, you have the conn.  I’ll be down 

prepping the Runabout.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Bridge to Captain Koester,” said the voice of Dar over the captain’s combadge.  Koester paused in his 

fourth checkover of the environmental suit he was going to wear and tapped his combadge. 

 “This is the captain.  Go ahead.” 

 “Captain, the new sensor configuration is on-line and we have conducted a full scan of the planet.  We’ve 

located five potential subterranian chambers, four of which closely match the coordinates you gave us.  I’m 

transferring all the information to the Runabout’s navigation computer.  We are registering energy signatures from 

several of the sites that might indicate some kind of functioning equipment.” 

 “Thank you, Eng,” Koester said as he started donning the environmental suit.  “I’ll depart in five minutes.  

Captain to Commander K’danz.” 

 “I’m here, Skipper,” replied the voice of the Dauntless’ First Officer. 

 “Carrie, keep a sensor lock on the Runabout as best you can.  I’ll be back as soon as possible.” 

 “I’m still not comfortable with you doing this alone, Skipper,” K’danz said, a tone of concern in her voice.  

“Are you sure you don’t want Major McIntyre to accompany you?” 

 “I don’t want to put more people at risk than I have to,” Koester replied.  “And since it seems I’m the only 

member of the crew that has been, for lack of a better term, receiving these calls from Cassie, I’m the logical choice 

to go.  I’ll contact you every ten minutes.  If you don’t hear from me, assume I’ve fallen asleep and commence 

whatever rescue operations you believe feasable.  In the meantime, the ship is yours.” 

 “Aye, Skipper.  And... good luck, sir.” 

 Koester finished putting on the remainder of the space suit, including the helmet.  He then took his seat at 

the pilot controls, touching a control on his left suit arm. 

 “Merrimack to Dauntless, requesting clearance to depart shuttlebay one.” 

 “Merrimack, this is Dauntless operations,” replied the voice of Lt Commander Winters.  “You are clear to 

launch.”  Koester was about to express his thanks when Winters added, “Good hunting, Pete.”  Moments later, the 

Danube-class Runabout lifted off the shuttlebay deck and sailed out through the atmosphere retaining field. 



* * * * 

 

Captain’s personal log, stardate 59233.3: 

It has been thirteen hours since I first departed the Dauntless and so far I have only been 

able to search two of the five possible locations for Cassie. 

The first subterranean chamber turned out to be a large, natural, highly unstable cavern, 

presumably made more so by the recent cataclysm that has literally befallen this planet.  

Shortly after starting my search of the cavern, the ceiling collapsed, nearly crushing me.  

I wasted almost eight hours finding my way back to the Runabout before moving on to the 

second site. 

The second site, one of the subterranean chambers we found was giving off energy 

readings, turned out to be another immense natural cavern, this one containing vast 

deposits of dilithium, which accounted for the energy readings.  Should Laxia somehow 

survive the impact of the main mother asteroid, I will recommend the Corps of Engineers 

set up a mining station there.  Unfortunately, a search of the kilometers of tunnels 

revealed no sign of Cassie and merely wasted another five hours. 

I am now approaching the third possible site.  I have only twelve more hours before the 

main asteroid arrives. 
 

 

 Captain Koester checked his environmental suit readouts one more time before cycling the Runabout’s 

hatch.  He looked out at the barren, dark landscape, sighing at the desolation the asteroid impacts had created, then 

stepped out into the cold, dust-choked air. 

 “Koester to Dauntless.  I am leaving the Runabout.” 

 “Rog.. ..ipper.  We ..n bare.. .... you.  Ca. .ou incr...e your gai.?” 

 The captain tapped a control on his arm before replying, “I’m barely reading you, Carrie.  My gain is at 

full.  Try to maintain a lock on me.  I am proceeding toward the entrance to the chamber now.” 

 Koester stepped forward, the boots of his spacesuit leaving tracks in the dusty brown soil similar to those 

first left on Earth’s moon in the late 20th century.  Following the indications on the tricorder he carried, he stopped 

by the foot of a tall cliff face and frowned.  There seemed to be no opening of any kind in spite of the indications his 

tricorder gave him. 

 “What the...?” the captain muttered to himself before reaching out and brushing the dusty stone with his 

glove.  He was mildly surprised when his gloves moved across a smooth surface beneath the dust.  Brushing more of 

the dust away, the captain revealed a door set into the side of the cliff. 

 “Now we’re getting somewhere,” he said with a grin before removing the phaser from his utility belt and 

taking a number of steps back.  Aiming the weapon at the center of the door, he pressed the trigger, blasting the door 

open.  Air blew out the doorframe, kicking up still more dust before Koester stepped inside. 

 Lights on the captain’s helmet illuminated the corridor, which extended many meters away into the 

darkness.  Koester could make out doors, some open, some closed, at irregular intervals.  Sighing once more, he 

started down the hall, hopeful. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Commander K’danz paced along the aft upper deck of the bridge, occasionally stopping at the mission ops 

console where Chief Zubatka manned the console. 

 “Status, COB?” 

 “Ve have managed to maintain a sensor lock on dee Runabout, Commander.  However, I lost contact vith 

dee Kipten shortly after he entered dee terd site.” 

 K’danz looked over toward the ops console, which Lt M’nday currently manned, and asked, “Has the 

Captain maintained his contact schedule?” 

 The feline-like Caitian turned in her seat to face the First Officer and replied, “His last trrransmission was 

almost twenty minutes ago, Commanderrr, but he was in the middle of his last rrreporrrt when we lost contact.  I 

believe his trrransmissions arrre being blocked by the amount of rrrock he is beneath.” 

 “Vat do you vant to do, Commander?” Chief Zubatka asked.  “Should ve ready a rescue team?” 



 K’danz sighed, then said, “Let’s give the Skipper some more time.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Koester moved through the underground complex as quickly as he could, pausing near each door to scan 

inside before resuming his path toward a new power source his tricorder was detecting. 

 “Koester to Dauntless.  Dauntless, do you read me?” the captain asked after touching the control on his left 

suit arm.  When he received no response, he said, “Dauntless, just on the chance you’re receiving my transmission, I 

will continue my reports.  I am detecting an energy reading deeper within this underground facility that may indicate 

some sort of life support equipment.” 

 Koester picked up his pace, knowing that if he was wrong, he would have very little time to find and search 

the two remaining examination sites.  He hurried through the kilometers of corridor until he reached a large door at 

the very end.  The door was covered with strange alien writing.  He searched around the edges trying to find a 

control that would open the door, sure he would find Cassie in stasis on the other side.  When he saw no obvious 

controls, the captain once again pulled out his phaser, glanced once more at the heavy-looking door, then raised the 

phaser setting, aimed and fired.  He ducked quickly when the door exploded in metal shards, waiting for the smoke 

and dust to clear before stepping through the ragged hole and into the room beyond.  Once he was able to see again, 

his mood fell drastically. 

 Rather than the hoped for stasis device, the captain saw huge tanks, rows upon rows of which extended far 

beyond the illumination of Koester’s helmet.  Off to one side of the chamber was the source of the energy readings, 

large machines that from the indications on his tricorder Koester assumed to be some alien form of replicator 

connected to the tanks by pipes, valves and flanges.  The captain noticed a thick, greenish mist leaking from a pipe 

flange near one of the closer tanks.  He scanned the mist with the tricorder, nodding when it confirmed his 

suspicions. 

 “Laxium compound.  So this is how they created and stored it.  There must be at least a dozen facilities like 

this around the planet to spread the compound throughout the atmosphere.” 

 Koester stepped over to the replicator bank and easily found the switch that deactivated the equipment. 

 “No need for this anymore,” he said, sounding depressed as he started heading back out the corridor toward 

the Runabout.  It took the better part of an hour before the doors swished shut behind him and the Runabout’s 

environmental systems completely changed out the air in the cockpit, allowing Captain Koester to remove his suit’s 

helmet. 

 “Computer, time remaining until asteroid impact?” 

 The computer bleeped before answering, “Four hours, forty two minutes.” 

 “Damn,” Koester muttered, stepping into the pilot seat and calling up a map with the remaining locations to 

be searched displayed on the monitor. 

 The two locations blinked on the map, both approximately the same distance from the Runabout’s current 

position.  One site indicated energy readings, the other did not. 

 “I only have time to search one more location.  Which one?  Which one?” 

 The captain powered up the Runabout’s thrusters and lifted off the dust covered ground once more, turned 

the nose of the craft toward the sole remaining energy reading.  As the Runabout started to move toward the far-off 

site, a thought occurred to Koester. 

 “Computer, compare energy signature of site four with the energy signature of the site I just departed.” 

 The computer again bleeped acknowledgement and a moment later replied, “Energy signatures are 

identical.” 

 “Another Laxium manufacturing site!” Koester growled as he touched the helm control and swung the 

Runabout to point toward the last remaining unsearched site, quickly increasing speed to reach the location as soon 

as possible. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Commander,” Lt(JG) G’rath said, turning the ops seat to face the command chair behind him.  In that seat 

sat Commander K’danz, looking as tired now as Captain Koester had just a few days earlier.  “We’re receiving a 

transmission from the Captain,” the Antican junior officer reported. 

 Suddenly Commander K’danz sat up straight and alert. 

 “On speakers,” she ordered. 

 “Koes... .. ..untless.  Are ... ..ceiving?” 



 “Yes, Skipper, we’re reading you, though just barely.  You have only four hours until impact.” 

 “Under...od, Com...der.  I’m go..g to ch... out one .... site.  If I’m n.. .n my way ba.. in thr.. ..urs, do 

ev...thing you ... .. contact me.” 

 “Please repeat your last message,” K’danz requested, standing up from the chair and taking a step forward 

as if the half meter difference would help her hear the captain’s transmission better.  “Did you say contact you in 

three hours?” 

 The bridge crew waited a moment for a reply, but it quickly became evident either the captain had ceased 

transmitting or had again fallen victim to the atmospheric conditions. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “If I’m not on my way back in three hours, do everything you can to contact me,” Koester ordered. 

 The Runabout shuddered as it passed into a high concentration of dust and debris, dropping in altitude as 

Koester neared the final search location. 

 “... contac.. .ou in three h....,” replied the garbled voice of Commander K’danz just before the computer 

reported a loss of reception. 

 “I hope that was an acknowledgement,” Koester said as the Runabout settled once again on the dusty 

ground.  Through the viewport, the captain could see an opening in the hillside ahead.  He took a deep breath before 

reattaching his helmet and heading toward the hatch. 

 Within moments, Koester was inside the cave, which he quickly realized had once been a natural entrance 

but had at some time been modified with support beams and girders supporting the ceiling and a wall across the 

back only about thirty meters in from the entrance.  The chamber looked completely empty, as if it had been built for 

storage and later emptied.  Koester played his helmet lights across the wall, hoping to find some door or entrance 

leading into a deeper chamber and was disappointed when he did not find one. 

 Koester cursed to himself and began to wonder if he would still have enough time to reach the last 

proposed search site he had bypassed before the asteroid would strike as he turned back toward the cave entrance.  

He stopped and turned back toward the wall when he noticed a strange shadow out of the corner of his eye.  He 

moved closer to the wall, gazing as close as the faceplate of his helmet would allow while scanning the wall with his 

tricorder. 

 “There’s a seam here,” he whispered as he traced the almost invisible line with his gloved fingers.  he then 

started pressing against the wall alongside the seam and within seconds he heard a click and a section of the wall 

retracted into the cave ceiling, revealing a dark hallway beyond.  As soon as the door started moving, the captain’s 

tricorder alarmed as it registered a faint energy signature and an almost unreadable life-sign. 

 Smiling broadly, Koester yelled, “I’m coming, Cassie.  Hold on!” 

 

* * * * 

 

 It took close to an hour for the captain to make his way through the underground facility as the halls wound 

left and right, up levels and down levels, the tricorder indications growing stronger with every meter Koester 

walked.  It was hard to tell from the brief glances of the rooms he passed, but the captain surmised the facility had 

been both a command and living quarters when Laxia had first been created, and it looked hundreds, if not 

thousands, of years old. 

 He finally came to a door with a frozen coat of condensation on it.  Scanning the door with his tricorder, he 

was satisfied the readings indicated a room on the other side rather than simply a stasis chamber that might hold the 

mysterious and powerful telepath known as Cassie.  Again he looked for a control that might open the door, finally 

locating a button on the floor that he pressed with his boot.  The door opened several centimeters before jamming, a 

result of the great age of the equipment and the rust created by the condensation.  The captain placed his gloved 

hands into the opening and pried the doors most of the way open, carefully stepping in as frozen mist rolled out 

along the floor of the hall. 

 The room was dark with the exception of a soft blue glow in one corner of the room.  Koester once again 

activated his helmet lights, illuminating the chamber.  That was when he finally saw her. 

 The blue glow eminated from a mask covering her face.  Long, black curly hair draped down off the 

platform she lay upon, piling lightly on the floor a meter below.  She was naked with the exception of some 

equipment that covered her waist and wrapped around one arm, apparently from the readings on the captain’s 

tricorder part of the life support mechanism.  Her dark-tan skin glistened with sweat in spite of the chamber’s near-

freezing temperature. 



 The thing that surprised the captain the most, though it was obvious that it was really Cassie laying on the 

platform before him, was the fact she was far from the teenage girl Koester knew from his dreams, looking more 

like a full grown adult of about twenty five to thirty Earth years of age. 

 Using the tricorder for reference, Koester carefully removed the life-support equipment from Cassie’s 

body, including two needles connected to the arteries in her arm.  Finally, wrapping the still unconscious being in 

the cover of the platform she had spent who knew how long laying on top of, he picked up and started carrying her 

back out to the Runabout. 

 Forty five minutes later, Koester could hear the wind howling outside the cave entrance.  He walked a few 

more minutes when he suddenly heard a static-filled voice. 

 “....tle.. .. Capt... ..ester.  Plea.. ..spond!” 

 The captain knew he was still several hundred meters underground, and figured the Dauntless must be 

transmitting at higher than normal full power and using his Runabout as a relay to reach him.  He touched the 

communications control on his arm, careful not to drop Cassie. 

 “Dauntless, this is the captain.  Go ahead, Carrie.” 

 It took a few more seconds and more bursts of static before he could hear the garbled voice of his First 

Officer again. 

 “ge. ..t of the.. ...pper!  You’.. .ut of ..m.!” 

 Koester was about to ask K’danz to repeat her message when suddenly the hallway around him rocked, 

knocking him down against the wall.  He looked around, fear in his eyes, as he picked himself up and, with Cassie 

still in his arms, started running toward the Runabout.  It took a few minutes, skidding around corners and almost 

tripping over debris that had fallen from the ceiling of the hall because of the apparent impact, before he reached the 

once-hidden door, which now hung lopsided.  Koester quietly thanked whatever dieties were listening for not 

trapping him and Cassie behind the jammed door and rushed outside, out the mouth of the cave and into the 

Runabout. 

 Koester started the Runabout’s atmosphere changeout before carefully placing the still unconscious alien 

woman into one of the side seats.  In the background, Koester could hear K’danz’s frantic voice coming over the 

tranceiver. 

 “Skipp.. get ou. .. there!  You ha.. .... minutes until the main as...oid strikes!” 

 “Computer, power up all systems!” Koester ordered as the atmosphere readings turned green and he ripped 

his helmet off.  “Time to impact of the main asteroid?” 

 As the Runabout’s systems hummed to life, the computer’s familiar unemotional feminine voice responded, 

“Four minutes, seventeen seconds to impact.” 

 Koester cursed as he literally jumped into the pilots seat and activated thrusters and impulse engines.  He 

was pressed into the back of his seat as the sudden G-forces overwhelmed the Runabout’s inertial compensators. 

 High in the distance, the captain could see the dull red glow as the huge main asteroid entered Laxia’s 

atmosphere.  Koester hit the comm system control on his control panel and shouted, “Captain to Dauntless.  Get out 

of here, warp speed!  I’ll meet you at the following coordinates!”  He quickly entered a course into his navigation 

computer, simultaniously transmitting the information to his starship.  He then altered course to avoid flying directly 

in the path of the rapidly approaching mass of rock and smiled as his sensors indicated the Dauntless had jumped to 

warp ahead of him.  Seconds later, as the Merrimack cleared the dust-choked atmosphere of Laxia, he activated the 

small vessel’s own warp drive and the Runabout streaked away in a thunderclap that was quickly surpassed by the 

impact of the asteroid striking Laxia, fragmenting the planet into billions of pieces and flinging them in every 

direction. 

 Laxia was dead. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Cassie’s eyes slowly fluttered open briefly before a container of cool water was placed against her lips.  

She sipped slowly before squinting open her eyes again, this time looking up to see the smiling face of Captain Peter 

J. Koester. 

 “Hi,” he said softly. 

 “Hi,” Cassie said back, her voice a low croak from obvious lack of use, managing a weak smile.  “Where 

am I?” 

 “You’re in one of the bunks aboard my Runabout.  We’re on our way to rendezvous with the Dauntless.” 

 Cassie sat up slightly on her elbows, not failing to notice she was now dressed in a one-piece coverall under 

the bunk cover, and gazed out the back of the small vessel, where warp streaks could be seen outside the windows. 



 “What happened to Laxia?” she asked after accepting another sip of water from Koester. 

 “It’s gone,” Koester said gently.  “The asteroid shattered the planet apart completely.  In a few hundred 

years the Beta Cassius system will have a decent asteroid field where the orbit of Laxia once was.” 

 Cassie’s eyes looked down in sorrow, then quickly returned to the view beyond the windows. 

 “I can’t count the number of times I have seen the stars in other people’s dreams,” she said, her voice 

sounding more normal as she spoke.  “But they never looked as beautiful as they do to me right now.” 

 

* * * * 

 

Captain’s log, stardate 59240.0: 

Runabout Merrimack has rendezvoused with the starship Dauntless, where Cassie has 

been given a full medical checkup by Dr Rasa and the sickbay’s EMH. 

During our debriefing interview with her, we have learned Cassie has been Laxia’s 

guardian for almost five centuries, guiding visitor’s dreams since she was a young girl of 

twelve.  The stasis machinery that maintained her physical body also slowed her aging 

process in the extreme.  Dr Rasa has confirmed she currently has the physical body of a 

twenty five year old woman, though he assures me she will age normally now that she is 

out of stasis. 

The one remaining question I have is; What do we do with her now? 
 

 

 The door chime to Counselor Tanzia Gera’s office sounded.  The red haired joined-Trill looked toward the door, 

saying, “Come.” 

 The doors swished aside, admitting Captain Peter Koester and Commander K’danz.  Both smiled as the young 

woman on the couch looked over at them. 

 “How is our guest coping, Counselor?” the captain asked, amazed at how different Cassie looked since she had 

bathed, trimmed her dark curly locks and changed into clothes much more flattering than the utility jumpsuit she had 

arrived aboard the Dauntless wearing. 

 “Surprisingly well, Captain, considering the circumstances of her life and rescue,” Gera replied. 

 K’danz looked down at Cassie sympathetically, asking, “Do you know where you want to go from here?  We can 

take you home if you wish.” 

 Cassie frowned slightly, saying, “Laxia was my home.  I don’t remember where I originally came from.  I 

haven’t seen any of my own people visit Laxia in at least two centuries.  I have no place in particular to go.” 

 “Is there anyplace you would like to go?” Koester asked. 

 Cassie nodded, then said, “I want to go to the stars.  I want to fly for real, somewhere out there.  I want to explore 

more than other people’s minds.”  Then Cassie looked over at Counselor Gera.  It was apparent the two had been 

discussing this very topic.  Gera nodded, then said to the captain, “Cassie shows great potential, and if her mental abilities 

can be trained and encouraged, I think she would make an excellent counselor.”  Koester raised his eyebrows in surprise. 

 “You’re interested in Starfleet?” the captain asked.  The young woman smiled shyly before nodding.  “I hope 

you realize the Academy is a lot tougher than simply laying around sleeping all day, every day, for years and years and 

years?”  When Cassie frowned and stuck her tongue out at the captain, Koester turned to his First Officer and said, 

“Carrie, would you please start the paperwork for having Cassie’s name and information submitted for appointment to 

Starfleet Academy?  List my name as her sponsor.” 

 “Aye, Skipper,” K’danz replied before turning back to the young alien woman.  “Good luck, Cassie.  And 

welcome aboard.”  As K’danz walked out the door, Cassie looked back at Koester. 

 “What now?” 

 “Well, even if we can arrange to get you into the next starting class at the Academy, that won’t be for another 

five and a half months.  In the meantime, we’ll keep you here aboard the Dauntless where you can adjust to real life 

outside of dreams, and hopefully use the time to prepare for the Academy.” 

 Cassie smiled as she stood up.  Koester was surprised, having been used to the thirteen year old dream image of 

Cassie he had towered over.  Now she was a young woman as tall as himself.  She hugged him tight, softly saying, “Thank 

you... For coming back for me... For risking your life to rescue me.  For everything.” 

 Koester returned the hug, saying, “Welcome aboard.” 

 

The End 

 


